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The object of this paper is Luo Yijun's novel, mainly attributed to the 
lack of  mainland scholars concern and study, his text presents the 
grotesque features, so compared with Wuhe whose text has the same 
characteristics. Mainly to the grotesque theory, comparative study as the 
method, the research content is divided into grotesque aesthetic, Luo 
Yijun's grotesque performance, Luo Yijun's grotesque aesthetic features, 
compared with Wuhe, the corresponding contents and conclusions are as 
follows: 
The grotesque is an aesthetic form that composited by ugliness / 
terror and funny / joking for，with abnormal way (exaggeration, distortion, 
different species of mixing)to let a person feel fear and funny . The 
grotesque of Luo Yijun's novel writing mainly in damage characters, death 
and erotic carnival, dreams and heterogeneous space three aspects. His 
text has many family theatrical characters. Most of them undergoing 
deformation and alienation, such as organ defects and deformities, body 
parts of a heterogeneous phase swap, aging, pale overall with different 
the disease, the prominent image is the broken father . Death and carnival 
writing of eros is about to grotesque body, in the flesh, degradation 
characteristics, text filled with the bones of all nausea, strange death, 
collective genocide and other, and death is the other side of the coin 
of eros (reproductive) reverie, full of naked, incest, adultery, obscene, 
collective sexual intercourse. Space was presented characteristics of 
deformation and wet, often put a space with cnidarians, reached from the 
straight line, the hard to bend, soft deformation and closed space often 
make people lost, the prominent space image is "Hotel", such as Xixia 
Hotel ,the hotel for traveler's memories and dreams continue to increase 















on the other hand reconstruction place for all kinds of dreams.  
The grotesque of Luo Yijun's novels lies not only in the content, but 
also in the narration itself, the narrative time is broken, the story is 
always in the middle of the story. The description of the scattered and 
contradictory, reflecting a sense of anxiety, this anxiety is derived from 
the recognition of his abandoned and hurt, forming a unique aesthetic of 
his novels.  
Compared with Wuhe, wuhe concentrade on disorders and sex carniva, 
Luo has wide range of grotesque theme, strange word formation , 
reduplicated words and flip words in Wuhe's text, the broken of 
description based on the flow of sense, Luo's broken description based 
on story, Wuhe's heterogeneous writing mostly has clear rebel objects such 
as Han Chinese Center, heterosexual center, Luo is more concerned about 
the universality of abandoned and hurt, Luo's grotesque compared to Wuhe 
is more humorous with adolescent game flavor. 
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